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1 . 1 Historic Works in ~~i nd Power 
Wind as a source of energy ha.s been known from early times of 
civilization and human beings have used it for pumping water, irrigation 
purposes and so on. By the turn of the 19th century, wi ndmi 11 s were con-
tributing electrical power (though in small amounts) in Europe, most no-
tably in West Germany, Denmark and Holland. At the end of the 19th 
Century, Professor LaCour began his systematic investigations into the 
possib·ilities for production of electricity, utilizing, among other 
things, a wind turbine generator at Askov in Denmark (1). Later efforts 
towards utilization of \'lind energy followed towards the close of First 
World War and immediately after it. Scientists in France, Germany and 
Russia became interested in developing a modern theory of the \vindmil1 
in conjunction w'ith war-born progress in the theory of the air-screw . 
.Jcukowsky, Drz.ewiek·i~ Krassovsky and Sabinin in Russia; Prandtl and Betz 
in Germany; and Constant·in and Eiffel in France are considered as the 
ar·chitects of modern windmill theory. Savonius in Finland, Kumme and 
8ilau in Germany, DarT·ieus in F~·ance and F·a·les in the United States 
evolved various windmill designs (2). Juul ~ a former collaborator of 
Professor LaCour} continued the work after 1950 with a wind power unit 
of 13 kW rating in Vester. He also put in operation on the island of 
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Bog~ athree phase 45-kW unit employing a three-blade assembly 13 meters 
in diameter (3). In 1957, the Danish t1ind Power Committee, set up by 
the Danish Power Station Association, built the 200-kW Gedser mill. It 
had a swept area of 450 m2 with 3 blades and a horizontal axis. It em-
ployed a low-slip (1 percent) induction generator. The Gedser mill 
produced rated power at a wind speed of 15 m/s and worked very satis-
fa c tor i1 y ( 4 ) . 
Most of the recent German contribution to wind power is accredited 
to HUtter of StUttgart, who designed windmills rated in the 10-100 kW 
range from 1950 to 1960. One example of his design is the 100-kW test 
facility at St~tten in Germany. It had a propeller area of 910m2 
with a propeller diameter of 34m, and produced rated power at 8 m/s. 
Honeff and HUtter concentrated on the mechanical and structural design 
aspects along with emphasis on cost economics of windmills (5) (6). 
In England, Golding has contributed significantly towards the 
advancement of wind power. The English had an extensive program from 
1945 to 1960, one important example being the 100-kW Enfield-Andreau 
wind turbine with a propeller diameter of 24m. Golding (7), in his 
design analysis of large \1/ind-pm.,rer generators for electric-utility 
use, has adopted a low-slip induction machine instead of a convention-
al synchronous machine. 
~ During the period 1958 - 1966, three large windmills were devel-
oped and tested in France, the largest \vindmill, Sa·int-Remy-des-Landes, 
had a rated power of 800 kW. It ran without problems for seven months. 
The tests with this machine ended in June 1964 due to breaking of the 
shaft and by this time, in France, it had been decided that continued 
wind-energy research would not be undertaken (8). 
Most of the recent American effort is inspired by the Smith-
Putnam experiment and is stimulated by the energy crisis. Present 
thinking is focused on two basic approaches: (i) constant speed 
constant frequency (CSCF) approach~ in which the aeroturbine drives 
the synchronous generator (or an induction generator)~ which operates 
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in parallel with power grids~ locks into synchronism and maintains a 
constant (or nearly constant) rotational speed which is independent of 
the wind speeds; (ii) variable speed constant frequency (VSCF) approach, 
in which the aeroturbine operates at varying speeds while the output 
is maintained at constant frequency by means of a variable-speed, 
constant-frequency generation scheme (9). 
In the last four years, extensive efforts have been undertaken in 
these two directions. The CSCF approach appears to have drawn more 
attention, both in private and public sectors. This is possibly due 
to the fact that co"siderable experience and technology in design and 
operation of synchronous and induction machines already exists. Two 
pr-ogt~.:nns are undetvJay to materia l·i ze the CSCF approach. These two 
programs arP different in technical application: one employs a hori-
zontal axis wind rotor and the other (Darrieus)~ a vertical axis {egg-
beater-type) wind rotor. Essentially, horizontal axis wind turbine 
employs the technology and thinking of the Smith-Putnam machine, influ-
enced somewhat by H~tter's designs. Such a program is underway at the 
NASA--Lewis Research Center (10). Testing of the prototype MOD-O 100-kW 
machine at NASA's Plum Brook Station started in 1976. Synchronous 
operation, in phase with the local utility network was first achieved 
on October 17, 1976. The NASf\ proposal calls for ·installation of two 
200-kW versions of this unit (MOD-OA) in 1977 and 1978. 
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For large systems operating in parallel with utility grids to 
supplement the energy generated and save fuel, the horizontal axis wind 
turbine program is being extended. General Electric Company has been 
selected to undertake final design and fabrication of the MOD-1 1 .5-MW 
wind turbine under the direction of the NASA-Lewis Research Center. 
lhis system with a rotor diameter of 61 m, will be the largest wind 
turbine ever constructed. It is to be optimized for 8.04 m/s average 
wind sites. This is to be followed by MOD-2 wind turbine~ which will 
have a 91 .44 m rotor and be optimized for lower (6.25 m/s) wind sites 
( 11 ) • 
The vertical axis wind turbine (VAWT) program constitutes the 
second and contemporary part of the CSCF approach. This program pa-
tronizes the Darrieus, vertical axis (egg-beater-type) wind turbine 
which is being developed at Sandia Laboratories. It appears to be the 
most promising advanced system in terms of potential for early imple-
mentation and increased energy output per unit-cost. Emphasis is being 
laid on development and testing of a 17 m unit which is already in op-
eration at Albuquerque, New Mexico. Efforts towards the development 
of VAWT program are fully reported in the literature published by Sandia 
Laboratories (12)(13). 
The second approach, which is relatively new, has emerged in the 
form of development of several VSCF electrical generation schemes. Such 
schemes have been developed by judiciously synthesizing rotating ma-
chines with switching devices such as thyristors and diodes. The fol-
lowing schemes are being actively pursued for wind energy applications: 
(a) field modulated generator systems (14)(15) (b) AC-DC-AC link (16) 
(c) double output induction generators (17) and; (d) AC commutator gen-
eratOl" (18). 
1.2 Works on Electrical Stability 
of Wind-Driven Machines 
One important aspect of wind electric conversion systems is that 
of electrical stability. Stability may be defined as the condition of 
an electrical system to deliver the load and remain in synchronism, or 
"in step" with the rest of the system (19) when the system is subject 
to external disturbances such as wind gusts or electrical faults. It 
may also be defined as the tendency of a power system or its compo-
nent parts to develop forces to maintain synchronism (20). As wind 
driven systems grow in size and capacity, the dynamics of such ma-
chines and their interaction with utility grids shall assume special 
importance. Before treating this subject further, it would be appro-
priate briefly to rev·iew prior efforts on the subject of stab·ility. 
Transient stability of wind electric systems has come into focus 
only recently. Romanelli (21), recognizes an earlier letter of P. C. 
Brown and sets up a second order differential equation, which is very 
similar to that of a synchronous generator driven by a classical 
prime mover running at constant speed (22), excepting that the con~ 
stant input torque is replaced by wind torque which varies with time. 
He proposes control to limit the accelerating torque to Q__._S3_per unit. 
Johnson and Smith (23), in their recent pioneering paper, attack 
the problem using the classical Park equations (24) (25) and solve 
the sets of appropriate equations to examine the behavior of power 
and load current variations to an input gust function for various 
system configurations. This paper does not deal directly with 
problems of stabi1 ity. 
Pantc.lone and Potter {26), in a contemporary work, have dealt 
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with dynamic stability of a simple model v.Jith the help of state space 
equations. They study the dynamics of a wind generating system for 
small oscillations, using block diagrams, frequency response and time 
response techniques. A linearized model for the generator has been 
used and blade pitch control mechanism is represented by a transfer 
function having a second-order denominator. The model does not deal 
\IJith disturbances of higher severity as would be the case with sharp 
wind gusts~ short circuits and automatic switching. Martinez and 
Sanchez (27), consider the static and dynamic characteristics of multi-
pole 3-phase alternators, with emphasis on the transient behavior. The 
transfer function from torque and excitation changes to angular devia-
tions of the alternator rotor is derived for a typical salient-pole 
machine. An order-of-magnitude estimate of the dominant frequency 
(that for hunting oscillations) is made to show that the hunting mode 
can be excited by a variety of disturbing torques. 
Lingelbach (28) examines the power-flow dynamics of a wind turbine 
driving different types of generators by means of analog computer simu-
lation. A quasi-steady state model is used for electrical power devel-
oped by the generators. Damping is included only in the mechanical 
dynamics with electrical losses considered as a part of the electrical 
power developed by the generator. This paper gives an insight into 
elements of stability of electrical machines driven by wind rotors. 
Hwang and Gilbert (29) (30), in their two most recent papers have 
studied the problem of random synchronization of ~ synchronous genera-
tor drjven by a wind rotor. They simulate solutions for rotor speed, 
generator power angle, electromagnetic torque, wind turbine torque, 
blade pitch and output current ~Y solving the sets of relevant non-
linear equation. Machine is represented fully as formulated by Olive 
(31). They include blade pitch control and simulate the torque and 
torque angle versus time. They do not deal with slower mechanical 
transients such as the ones caused by frequently-occurring wind gusts. 
These papers are of great experimental value, as the authors use the 
actual data obtained from NASA-Lewis MOD-O system to verify their 
simulation results. 
1.3 Factors Affecting the Dynamics of 
Wind-driven Electrical Machine 
Contrary to conventional thermal and hydropower plants, \r';ind-
driven synchronous machines are faced with more complex problems in-
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volving machine dynamics. This complexity is caused by various factors 
such as varying wind inputs, aeroelastic and aerodynamic properties of 
wind rotor, type of mechanical coupling, electrical and mechanical 
parameters of the machine and parameters related to interconnection 
with the utility grid. Performance of constant speed constant fre-
quency wind energy conversion systems is aggrevated by transient distur-
bances such as wind gusts, short circuits, opening and reclosing of 
lines or sotne combination of the these. Criteria for satisfactory per-
formance of such a system are therefore more difficult to establish 
tlnder such conditions. Besides the wind gust, which is characterized 
by the arnpl itude and duration of the gust function, the following 
system parameters affect the transient behavior of a wind driven 
synchronous machine connected to utility grid: inertia constant of 
w·ind rotor' H ; power coeffic-ient characteristic of w·ind rotor; type w 
and characteristics of mechanical coupling; generator rotor inertia H9; 
generator electrical damping; generator transient reactance, x•d9; and 
overall external reactance, xe. All these factors affect the dynamic 
behavior of wind-driven synchronous machines connected to utility 
grids. A critical examination of the influence of these factors is 
necessary to determine and suggest solutions to problems associated 
with design and pe~formance of constant speed constant frequency wind 
electric conversion systems. 
1.4 Problem Description 
The transient behavior of wind driven synchronous machines con-
nected to utility grids is affected by several parameters, as dis-
cussed in the previous section. The wind gust function is generally 
characterized in terms of amplitude, duration and frequency of occur-
rence. These characteristics are highly variable in nature and depend 
on the geographic location of the wind energy system and the nature of 
the wind. Specifically, there is no single and universal wind gust 
model. Analytical research is therefore based on an assumed gust 
model or recorded gust model. Results are therefore applicable to 
similar models only. Aerodynamic and aeroelastic reactions of wind 
rotors are very involved. Parameters of interposed couplings, such 
as type, stiffness, damping and torque-slip curve make the formula-
tion of problem more involved. Characteristics of machine and con-
necting links, coupled with the transient state (as in gusts and 
faults) lead to a system of nonlinear differential equations. A 
simple system such as one wind driven synchronous machine connected 
to a utility grid (with a suitable mechanical coupling interposed 
between low torque gear and generator) leads to two sets of second 
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order nonlinear differential equations. Solution of these equations 
by suitable numerical methods should lead to the prediction of dynamic 
behavior of such systems under transient conditions of gusts and 
faults for an assumed gust model. 
1.5 Model and Associated Assumptions 
In order to establish a foundation for examining the transient be-
havior of wind driven synchronous machines, and to develop understand-
ing of the subject in a ~ystematic manner, it is desirable to set up a 
mathematical model of the physical system under study. One such 
physical configuration which would frequently occur with the emergence 
of wind energy systems is a wind driven synchronous machine connected 
to a util·ity grid of very large capacity whose voltage and frequency 
are fixed. In this thesis attention will be focused on such a system. 
In order to simplify the analysis, several idealizing assumptions 
are made. These assumptions are consistent with the earlier results 
and (current) engineering praGtice. With the progress of the thesis, 
one or more of these assumptions would be relaxed to study the changes 
in the results. These assumptions are made with the following objec-
tives in mind: (a) that no part of important information would be 
lost, (b) essential physical aspects of the system being examined are 
retained and (c) studies could be simplified to gain clear insight 
into the subject. 
With these objectives in mind and as a first step in the tran-
sient stability analysis, the following assumptions would be made. 
(a) Wind power is instantaneously transferred to the blades of 
wind rotor on contact. 
(b) Blade pitch mechanism will not respond to short duration 
gusts of 1 and 2 seconds. 
(c) During periods of gusting and faults, the aeroturbine will 
be swinging on an appropriate Cpvs A curve corresponding 
to a fixed blade pitch angle. 
J 
(d) At time t=O-, the system is in dynamic equilibrium. Output 
of the aeroturbine is equal to the mechanical input to gen-
erator, accounting for gearing efficiency. This implies no 
acceleration or decceleration at this time. 
(e) The machine under study is of the salient pole type with 
damper windings and will be l~epresented by a constant quad-
rature axis transient voltage E~' (which is proportional 
to flux linkage) as is customary in stability studies for 
disturbances of short duration. 
(f) For gusts of longer duration, field flux linkage Wf and 
hence Eq' varies with voltage regulator action. Such a 
regulator and exiter would be represented by a linear 
variation in the excitation voltage. 
(g) Changes in stator flux linkages and speed variations would 
be neglected. 
With the above assumptions, following physical system configura-
tions would be studied: 
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( i) \•li nd driven synchronous generator connected to utility grid; 
stiff coupling interposed between synchronous generator and 
l O\'J-tor·que gear. 
(ii) Wind driven synchronous generator connected to utility grid; 
flexible coupling with damping interposed between synchro-
nous generator and low-torque gear. 
(iii) Wind driven synchronous generator connected to utility grid; 
eddy-current coupling interposed between synchronous gener-
ator and low-torque gear. 
1 .£ Method of Analysis 
The following sequence will be followed to develop the subject 
matter of this thesis. 
(i) To formulate mathematical equations which govern the behavior 
of physical configurations as outlined in 1.5. These will be 
sets of coupled non-linear differential equations along with 
auxilary ~lgebraic equations. 
(ii) To solve these equations simultaneously with the help of an 
appropriate numerical technique. 
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(iii) To extract the necessary information from computer simulation 
and predict the behavior of systems when subject to transient 
disturbances by plotting a series of curves for each system. 
(iv) To interpret these curves and draw some useful conclusions. 
(v) To establish some guidelines for further research and study. 
1.7 Organization of the Thesis 
Chapter II deals with the first system configuration, a wind-
driven synchronous machine connected to utility grid with a stiff 
coupling interposed between generator and the low-torque gear. This 
chapter forms the basis for further studies on the transient behavior 
of models of more complex systems (configurations). Influence of 
important system parameters such as system inertia, electrical damping, 
stiffness of the shaft, machine reactance, external reactance and 
generator· excitation is examined under conditions of one-and two-
second duration wind gusts by simulating generator torque angle as a 
function of time. Some basic conclusions are drawn from curves which 
form the guide for work in chapters III and IV. 
Chapter III deals with the second configuration, a wind-driven 
synchronous machine connected to utility grid with a flexible coupling 
interposed between the generator and low-torque gear. The influence 
of stiffness constants and damping constants is examined in detail. 
The concept of nondimensional parameters is introduced to make the 
study more general and widely applicable. Excitation control is in-
eluded in studies with two-second gusts to make the mathametical models 
more realistic and complete. Simulation results are presented in the 
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form of torque angle versus time curves. A set of nondimensional 
A 
(o versus k) curves are developed from the simulation results. These 
curves provide valuable information regarding certain design parameters 
of the systems. 
Chapter IV deals with the third physical system, in which an eddy-
current coupling is employed instead of flexible coupling with damping. 
In addition to stability aspects, attention is focused on energy col-
lection and energy delivery aspects of the system. The concept of non-
dimensional energy analysis is introduced to make the studies widely 
applicable. Computer simulations are carried out to study the system 
behavior for various coupling characteristics. Conclusions are drawn 
as regards the application and design parameters (kT and wr) of eddy-
current couplings. 
Chapter V attempts to handle faults and gusts occurring simultane-
ously, with an eddy-current coupling in the mechanical interface. Some 
basic conclusions are drawn on the potential of eddy-current couplings 
for use in wind generating systems. 
The thesis concludes with the presentation of the summary of 
results and suggestions for further work in Chapter VI. 
CHAPTER II 
STUDIES ON WIND-DRIVEN SYNCHRONOUS MACHINES 
EMPLOYING STIFF COUPLINGS 
2.1 Introduction 
This chapter deals with the dynamics of a ~'lind-driven synchronous 
machine connected to a lar·ge utility grid, with stiff coupling interposed 
between the generator and the high-speed (low-torque) shaft of the step-
up gear. Absence of mechanical damping and high stiffness of shaft make 
this configuration very conservative and severe in terms of transmitting 
torque fluctuations onto the electrical generator. In spite of these 
factors, a study of this system should provide an insight into the funda-
mentals of the dynamics of wind-driven synchronous machines. This system 
will help in understanding the dynamics of simple couplings and, above 
all, a formulation of equations in the case of this configuration is 
easily obtained. Equations established for this case could easily be 
modified to handle subsequent physical systems (as v1ill be shown in 
Chapters III and IV). vJith this vie\v in perspective, governing equations 
for the stated configuration will be developed with the help of block 
schematics and free-body diagrams. 
2.2 System Configuration and Governing Equations 
The system und1~1~ investigation cons·ists of an aeroturbine, a step-up 
gearing mechanism, a stiff coupling, and a synchronous generator 
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connected to a 1 a rge utility grid (infinite bus) of fixed voltage and 
frequency. The system schematic is shown in Figure l, in \'vhich a physi-
cal configuration and the corresponding free-body diagrams are illus-
trated. The schematic and free-body diagrams are self-explanatory. 
From free-,body diagrams, 
( 2. 1) 
Rearranging Equation (2.1) and taking ew = e1 for a rigid shaft of large 
diameter, Equation (2.1) can be written as: 





Neglecting gearing and shaft inertia (which are negligible as compared 




Equating work done on both sides of the gearing and accounting for gear-
ing efficiency ng: 
(2.8) 
Rearranging Equation (2.8): 
j_J~Tg 
\=--~I 
c {9 -e9ml ..;:Jc 2 







where n is the gearing ratio (n > 1). Putting 
in Equation (2.9): 
(2.10) 
Elimination of T1 from Equation (2.5) with the help of Equation (2.10) 
leads to: 
T =Tn-1 +Je w 2 n9 w w 
e2 
Remembering that ew = ni' Equation (2.11) can be rearranged as: 
T 
T = n (-.!i - J e l) 
2 g n wwn 
(2.11) 
(2. 12) 
Eliminating T2 from Equation (2.12) by equating it to Equation (2.6): 
n 
sc(e 2 - e ) = _g_ (T - Jwe .. 1) gm n w ., (2.13) 
Knowing that e = ne : 2 \'/ 
_!1_:_ S (n e - e ) = T - J e 
n9 c w gm w w w 
(2.14) 
Rean~anging Equation (2.14) and multiplying both sides of the same by u\": 
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wwJwew = ww [T - --1 S (n2e - ne )] w n c w gm g 
(2.15) 
Recognizing that w\}v1 == Pw' rearrangement of Equation (2.15) leads to 
the expression for the acceleration of the wind rotor given by: 
.. 1 2 
e = --J-· [P - wwSc ( n e,.1 - negm)] w ww w w v 
(2.16) 
In this square bracket, P\'1 is the power of the vlind given by: 
Pw = 0.5p AV 3Cp (2.17) 
and 
(2.18) 
Again from Equation (2.7) and e2 = new: 
S (ne - e ) = T + J ·e· c w gm g g gm (2. 19) 
where Tg is the total generator electromagnetic torque, and: 
(2.20) 
From Equations (2.19) and (2.20): 
J e = S (ne - e ) - T - Td g gm c w gm s ( 2 0 21) 
r,1ultiplying both sides of Equation (2.21) by w9m and rearranging: 
(2.22) 
Often ·in practice, the terms P s and P d are known as 11 per-unit" powers 
and not the actual quantities. This practice will be followed through-
out this study. 
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Defining G to be the generator rating in kVA, Equation (2.22) can 
be modified and written as: 
.. 1 
e = -j- [w S (ne,.1 - e91n) - 1000 G(Ps + Pd)] grn w9rn 9 grn c • 
where 
w -· e ~and grn grn 
E'E sino E2(xd 
Ps = 9 + x' d 
(x + x' / e qg 
o=E.e -wt 2 grn o 
R e 
>. = __!!_~ v 
and fi na 11y, 
- X ) g sin2o 










is knovm from the shape of the "C vs. >." characteristic of the wind 
p 
rotor. 
Equations (2.25) through (2.29) constitute the mathematical model 
of the synchronous machine under transient conditions. This model, ori-
ginally due to Park, is \''educed and simplified by Kimbark. It is appli-
cable if the transformer voltage terms are assumed to be small compared 
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to speed voltages in the stator windings and if variations in speed are 
small (less than ~3.5%). Machine models and their applications are fur-
ther discussed in the Appendix. 
2.3 State Variable Representation 
Equations (2. 1) through (2.31) fully describe the dynamics of the 
physical system. A closer look at these equations will show that they 
form a coupled, nonlinear, fourth-order system. The order of the sys-
tem will be higher if voltage-regulator action, stabilizer action, com-
plete machine representation (see Appendix), and blade pitch control 
are included in the study. Since the purpose of this chapter is to 
develop understanding of the elements of system dynamics and essentials 
of transient stability study, the above set of equations will suffice 
and will adequately represent the dynamics of the system configuration. 
Solution of these equations should provide the necessary informa-
tion regarding transient behavior of the system when subjected to short-
duration wind gusts of one and two seconds. The set of equations given 
by Equations (2.1) through (2.31) can be put in the state variable repre-
sentation as follows. 
+ ++ 
Define a solution vector Z(t) and a function vector F(Z,t), such 
that: 
Z(l) ew(t) l 
+ Z(2) a;,1 ( t) 
(2.32) Z(t):: -
Z(3) e9m(t) 
Z(4) j Legm(t) 
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. -)-
z ( 1 ) f 1(Z,t) . -+ 
-+-+ 
z(t) 
Z(2) f 2(z,t) 
F(Z,t) - -
z(3) 





For the preliminary mathematical model, f1 through f 4 are given by 
Equations (2.18), (2. 16), (2.23), and (2.24) with necessary substitutions 
of auxiliary Equations (2.17) and (2.18) in Equations (2.16) and (2.25), 
and Equations (2.25), (2.27) and (2.28) in Equation (2.23). 
2.4 Choice of Numerical Method and 
Digital Simulation 
Earlier works by Kimbark and Crary (32) have employed "step-by-
stepn methods for solution of the well-known swing equations. Stagg and 
El-Abiad (33) have described a variety of numerical methods for solution 
of higher-order differential equations occurring in power-system analy-
sis. ~!hen the system is "stiff, 11 many of the ordinary numerical methods 
do not give a solution with reasonable step size. 11 Stiffness, 11 in the 
numerical sense, is roughly defined as the ratio of the largest time con-
stant in the system to the smallest time constant in the system. As sys-
terns become stiffer, popular numerical methods tend to become unstable 
and one has to resort to ~bsolutely stable or A-stable methods such as 
Treanor•s method or Lawson•s methods, which can transform a stiff system 
to a nonstiff one (34). Explicit methods are complex and much more 
difficult to program, and one must choose between smaller step size and 
a more complex program. 
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In this study the fourth-order Runge-Kutta method will be used to 
solve the appropriate sets of Equations (2.1) through (2.31). The 
fourth-order Runge-Kutta method is (computationally) more efficient than 
some other methods, such as the Euler and the modified Euler method. It 
is highly accurate and most widely used for the solution of differential 
equations (35). A basic advantage of the method is that it needs only 
the initial values to generate the entire solution for the state vector 
-+ 
Z(t) (36). The fourth-order Runge-Kutta method is also readily adopted 
to digital simulation. 
-+ 
In order to simulate the solution vector Z(t), Equations (2.1) 
through (2.31) need to be solved simultaneously (in a proper sequence). 
The computer program developed for this study can handle any number of 
-+ 
elements in the state vector Z(t). The program designed for this stiff 
coupling is flexible and could be modified easily to handle the couplings 
to be treated in subsequent chapters. A program with these qualifica-
tions has been prepared to achieve generality, accuracy and flexibility. 
The flow chart of such a program for computer simulation is shown in 
Figure 2. This program uses three subroutines, RUK, FUNC and CYPY, to 
-+ 
simulate the solution vector Z(t). In this process the subroutine CYPY 
provides an instantaneous value for the coefficient of performance corre-
sponding to a previously computed value of A. As pointed out earlier, 
the aeroturbine is assumed to be operating on a given Cp vs. A curve for 
a fixed blade pitch angle (Figure 3) during conditions of gusting. 
In order to conduct test studies, the data given in Table I is used 
for simulation. Values of the machine reactances and the time constants 
are chosen from literature (38) to conform to the normal practice. Air 
density is taken as 1.2 kg;m3. Generator rotor inertia is estimated to 
___ E2~ 
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CALL RUNGE·KUTTA TO RETURN A 
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FUNC AND CYPY SUBROUTINES 
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TABLE I 
PARAMETERS OF SYSTEM UNDER STUDY (37) 
Wind Rotor 
Blade Power, kvJ 
Desired Rated Power Coefficient 
Rated Wind Speed, m/s 
Number of Blades 
Diameter of Wind Rotor, m 
Rotor Revolutions, r/min 
Generator 
Type: Salient Pole Synchronous With Damper Windings 
Rated kVA 
Rated Power Factor 
Frequency, Hz 
Terminal Voltage, V 
Weight of Machine, kg 
Generator Revolutions, r/min 
Number of Poles 
x~ 9 = 0.23; T~0 = 1.5; T~0 = 0.01; T~0 = 0.01 
Coupling 
Type: Stiff Shaft 
Stiffness Constant, N.m/rd 
133.000 













2 be 12.5 N.m-s . This corresponds to an H value of 1.85 at rated speed 
for the generator. As discussed earlier, a stiff coupling is assumed 
in this initial study with a view that it would lead to more conserva-
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tive results as compared to the flexible coupling with damping or eddy-
current coupling and that the influence of the system parameters will 
be pronounced. 
Two wind gust models, as suggested in Reference (21)) are employed 
in the study reported in this chapter. They are illustrated in Figure 4. 
Both the one-second and two-second wind gust models used in full-load 
simulation have the same peak wind speed. The step size selected in 
this study is 0.01 second, which is of the order of magnitude of the 
smallest system time constant {open circuit direct axis subtransient 
time constant T~0 ). 
2.5 Parametric Variation 
The system parameters are changed, one at a time, to study their 
effect on the overall operation. A single parameter variation is adopted 
in this initial study to make the chapter systematic and pedagogic and to 
see if a particular parameter exercised strong influence on the dynamic 
behavior of the system. The influence of electrical damping, stiffness 
coefficient of coupling, machine reactance, external reactance, and the 
voltage behind transient reactance is studied by simulating the genera-
tor torque angle as a function of time during and immediately after (for 
an additional period of two seconds) the occurrence of a wind gust. 
In the study of transient behavior of synchronous machines, it is 
customar·y to assume the voltage behind transient reactance as constant 
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models extending over a period of one to two seconds (which is comparable 
with the transient open-circuit field time constant of 1.5 seconds), such 
an assumption may not be strictly valid. Variations in Eq can be in-




E' = (E E )/T' q ex - q do (2.35) 
Eex itself may be held constant by voltage regulator action or may vary 
with time in a suitable manner. In this initial study a simple linear 
variation is considered. 
(2.36) 
If Xk is zero, then the voltage regulator is holding E constant and ex 
equal to Eq computed prior to the disturbance (denoted by Eq 0 ),and if Xk 
is positive, the regulator is forcing a linear build-up of Eq. The solu-
tion vector and the function vector defined by Equations (2.32) and (2.33) 
must now be expanded by adding a fifth element, Z(5) = E~ and f 5(Z,t) = . 
E~, given by Equation (2.35). Computer simulation is carried out exactly 
as before from this point onwat'ds. This assumption of 1 i near build-up 
wi1l be relaxed in the next chapter to include a transfer function for 
the generator voltage regulator with a feedback from stabilizer to make 
the model more realistic and complete. This would lead to further expan-
""* sian of the state vector Z(t), as will be shown later. 
2.6 Results and Discussion 
An overall examination of the results of computer simulation indi-
cates that the stabi1Hy problems VcJor·sen \vith sharpness of gust. Any 
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mild disturbance immediately following a sharp gust has the potential 
to force the system out of synchronism. 
The influence of system inertia on the swing curves is shown in 
Figures 5 and 6 for one- and two-second gusts. Other conditions remain-
ing the same, the longer gust results in milder swings and smaller sub-
sequent oscillations of the generator torque angle. However, there 
appears to be an optimum combination of the inertia, damping, stiffness 
constant of coupling, and the machine and the system parameters that re-
sults in minimal oscillations in o after the initial swing (see Figure 5; 
2 J = 8.3 N.m-s ). The dynamic interaction between the electromagnetic 
g 
torque and the wind rotor torque via the stiff coupling produces "kinks" 
in the swing curve as illustrated in Figure 6. These are the result of 
the simultaneous acceleration and deceleration of the generator rotor 
and the wind rotor, respectively and vice versa. Earlier simulations 
with tile rigid shafts did not exhibit this behavior. 
The provision of the elect~ical damping reduces the amplitude of the 
torque angle oscillations after the initial swing and increases the rate 
of decay of oscillations, as shown in Figure 7. The amount of electrical 
damping is a somevthat easily adjustable parameter in the machine design, 
and a proper choice will improve the overall performance of the system. 
The generator (transient) reactance plays a significant role in the 
operation of wind-electric systems under gusty conditions. This is 
illustrated in Figures 8 and 9. The smaller the reactance, the stiffer 
the system in the electrical sense. Referring to Figure 8, a reactance 
value of 0.5 pu makes the system unstable with a one-second gust; a value 
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swing and a value of 0.2 pu leads to stable operation. Behavior with a 
two-second gust has similar characteristics, though less severe as shown 
in Figure 9. 
Large wind-electric systems are generally expected to be situated 
in remote locations and therefore the reactance of the line (with or 
without intermediate transformers) connecting the wind system to a point 
in the utility grid (where it can be approximated as a infinite bus) be-
comes an important parameter to be considered. The effect of varying the 
external reactance is shown in Figures 10 and 11. The influence appears 
to be greater than the one experienced with changes in machine transient 
reactance. One explanation of this lies in the fact that an increase in 
the external reactance not only makes the electrical coupling soft but 
also decreases the effective electrical damping (see Equations (2.27) and 
(2.28)). As usual~ a one-second gust creates larger swings than a tv..ro-
second gust. 
The effect of three different variations of the voltage behind 
generator transient reactance is presented in Figure 12. With Xk eq~al 
to zero, both Eq and E~ vary during gusting, but the excitation voltage 
is held constant. A simple linear excitation voltage variation is con-
sidered with Xk = 0.5. These two cases are compared with the results 
obtained for a constant value of E'. Obviously, proper excitation vol-q 
tage control improves the performance by decreasing the amplitudes of 
torque angle swings which then decay rapidly. This observation is in con-
fornrity with the suggestions of Park and Bunkers (39) and the conclusions 
of Furst (40). Voltage regulator action is much more complex than the 
simple case considered here and will be investigated further in Chapters 
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It was found during the several simulation runs that the stiffness-
constant of the stiff coupling-shaft did not appreciably alter the be-
havior of the system, even with an order of magnitude (10 to l) change 
in the stiffness constant. The only visible difference was the appear-
ance (or not) and the size of the 11 kinksll in the swing curve (see Figure 
6). Therefore, no results are presented in this connection. 
The influence of stiffness-constant and mechanical damping constants 
would be a subject of considerable detail in Chapter III, whence the 
flexible shaft with damping would be employed instead of the stiff coup-
ling. 
2.7 Concluding Remarks 
Dynamic behavior of wind-driven synchronous machines operating in 
parallel with infinite bus bars is analogous to the behavior of similar 
conventional prime-mover driven systems, except that the wind gusts occur 
repeatedly and in varying strengths and durations. 
Although the present study has assumed just one gust interposed be-
tween periods of steady winds and has made several other idealizing 
assumptions listed in previous sections, some basic conclusions are evi-
dent from an examination of the results. Shorter duration wind gusts 
are more severe than longer duration gusts. The amplitude, frequency, 
and the duration of the wind gusts play an important role in determining 
the behavior and the stability of the wind-electric systems and as such, 
the wind gust models should be defined clearly and realistically. As 
expected, strong electrical damping improves the dynamic performance of 
the system. There appears to be an optimum combination of the inertia, 
damping, coupling stiffness coefficient, and the system reactances that 
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results in minimal oscillations in the generator torque angle after the 
initial swing. Effects of the changes in external reactance (between 
generator output and infinite bus) on the dynamic behavior are more 
severe than the effects of the changes in generator reactances. Proper 
voltage regulator action improves the dynamic performance in terms of 
stability, and smaller and rapidly decaying oscillations in o during and 
immediately after gusting. 
CHAPTER III 
STUDIES ON ~JIND-DRIVEN SYNCHRONOUS MACHINES 
EMPLOYING DAMPED FLEXIBLE COUPLINGS 
3.1 Introduction 
Studies on wind electric systems employing synchronous machines and 
stiff couplings have shown that the synchronous generator frequently 
operates as a motor during and following the wind gusts of high severity. 
If the gusts are frequent, this could cause serious operational and sta-
bility problems, especially with multi-unit systems. In the absence of 
additional mechanical damping (although the system may have some inherent 
damping) the oscillations caused by the gust may continue for several 
seconds. This is undesirable from the viewpoint of electrical stability 
and the quality of the energy supply. This chapter is therefore devoted 
to the study of the wind electric systems employing couplings which, in 
addition to transmitting the torque by virtue of torsional wind up, 
introduce damping to improve the overall performance of the system. 
3.2 System Configuration and Governing Equations 
The system under study consists of an aeroturbine, a step-up gearing 
mechanism, a flexible shaft with damping and a synchronous generator con-
nected to a large utility grid (infinite bus) of fixed voltage and fre-
quency. The schematic of the system is shown in Figure 13. 
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Figure 13. Schematic of the System Employing 
Damped Flexible Coupling 
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Performance equations for the r:1ode'l employing damped flexible coup-
ling can be easily obtained from the set of Equations (2.1) through (2.31) 
with some modifications. Additions of damping term Cd(e2 - egm) in Equa-
tions (2.3) and (2.4) yield the following equations: 
(3.1) 
(3.2) 
Following the procedure outlined in section 2.2 and with the above 
additions, the following performance equations are obtained: 
e = ____l_J [P - nww {S (ne - e ) + Cd(ne - e ) }] (3.3) 
w ww w w n9 c w gm w gm 
(3.4) 
3.3 Introduction of Nondimensional Parameters 
In stability studies it is customary to use per-unit quantities 
whenever possible. These quantities have the advantage that they do not 
vary largely from one system to the othet and are almost the same for 
most of the electrical machinery of a particular type, irrespective of 
the machine ratings. 
Also, per-unit quantities are easy to handle and compare in any 
study. In order to make the study in this work more general and widely 
applicable, the concept of nondimensional parameters is introduced and 
used in further discussions. 
Let the wind rotor inertia constant H be defined as the ratio of 
VJ 
the wind rotor energy stored in kJ at the rated speed to the rated wind 
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rotor power output in kW. Let Scdl be the normalized stiffness constant, 
defined as the ratio of the actual shaft stiffness constant Sc to the 
rated torque Tr. Let the normalized damping constant Cddl be defined as 
the ratio of the product of actual damping constant Cd and the synchro-
nous angular speed wsyn to the rated torque Tr. Finally, the reactance 
ratio k is defined as the ratio of the per-unit external reactance xe to 
the per-unit generator transient reactance x~9 . 
Consider a wind-driven synchronous machine which has a rated power 
output of 1500 kW at a synchronous speed of 1800 r/min. The rated torque 
of this machine is 7957.75 N.m and its rated angular speed is 188.5 rd/s. 
Let H be driven by a wind rotor of inertia Jw. Let the value of the 
newly-defined quantity Hw be equal to 5. Then the actual inertia of the 
wind rotor, which is running at a rated speed (Nw) of 30 r/min, is ob-
tained from the formula: 
-6 ) 2 . 5. 48 • l 0 " ( Nw J w 
Hw = Rating in kW 
From this~ the value of the wind rotor inertia Jw is found to be 1.52 
6 2 x 10 N.m.s . 
It may be noted here that, although Jw (depending on the rotor 
mass, blade diameter, etc.) and the rated power can vary over a wide 
range, the value of Hw will lie between 2.0 and 6.0. The parameter H w 
is analogous to the well-known inertia constant H9 of the synchronous 
machine. For synchronous machines, this quantity lies between 2.0 and 
8.0 (41). 
To illustrate this concept further, let a flexible coupling of 
stiffness constant 6.5 x 105 N.m/rd and damping constant of 1000 
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N.m.s/rd be interposed between the synchronous machine and the low 
torque gear. The normalized stiffness constant Scdl and the normalized 
damping constant Cddl can be computed as shown below. 
s 5 
S _ C _ 6.5 X 10 Bl 68 
· cdl - T r - 7957.75 - · 
c . w = d s~n _ 1000 x 188.5 = 
Tr --795(.50 23.69 
Given any set of normalized parameters Scdl and Cddl, the actual 
values of Sc and Cd can be easily determined by reversing the procedure 
outlined above. 
3.4 Selection of Torsional Couplings With Damping 
While selecting the torsional couplings with damping for application 
in wind-driven electrical systems, it is important to know the upper 
limit of torque reached when the system is subjected to wind gusts. This 
consideration assumes special in1portance for the casei when the wind gust 
has a sharp peak and is of short duration. Maximum torques may reach 
four to five times the rated torque. These high torques must be with-
stood by the coupling, although a good part (up to 50%) of the same may 
be taken up by damping. 
It is useful to know the torque-wind speed curve for the given wind 
turbine. This curve can be easily estimated in the following way: assum-
ing that ww is constant (in fact, ww does not vary much before synchro-
nism is lost) tip speed to wind speed ratio (A) can be easily estimated 
from Equation (2.30) for a given value of wind speed. The coefficient 
of perfonnance (Cp) corresponding to this value of A can be found from 
Cp vs A character·i sti c of the 1di nd rotor. Knowing Cp, instantaneous pmver 
can be obtained from Equation (2.17). Knowing the wind power (P ), w 
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torque of wind (Tw) can easily be estimated for each value of the wind 
speed. A number of torque values can be thus obtained, each value corre-
sponding to one given value of the wind speed. From this set of points 
obtained, a curve can be plotted. From this curve, maximum torque can 
be estimated after allowing for a reasonable safety factor (1.2 or more 
of estimated torque). Figure 14 shows a typical torque-wind speed curve. 
It is clear that the maximum torque reached is more than three times the 
rated torque. It is on the basis of this maximum torque that the coup-
ling with suitable torsional and damping characteristics must be selected 
for a specific application. Procedures for selecting a fiexible, damped 
coupling along with the relevant data can be found in the literature (42) 
(44). 
3.5 Excitation Voltage Control 
In the solution technique described in Chapter II, it was tacitly 
assumed that E~ was constant and the effects of exciter voltage control 
on the system response were neglected when dealing with a one-second 
gust. For a two-second gust, variations in E~ were accounted for by 
considering Eex to be a lineat~ function of time as given by Equation 
(2.36). Such a linear variation was assumed to develop a feeling for the 
effect of the excitation control on the system behavior. These assump-
tions (constant E~ and simple linear increment in Eex) will be replaced 
(in the case of studies with two-second gusts) by an excitation control 
scheme of the type encountered in practice. Modern excitation systems 
are quite complicated and can be represented in many ways. Such repre-
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Figure 14. Torque-Wind Speed Curve of Damped Flexible Coupling 
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literature (45). One such scheme, which adequately represents a modern 
excitation control will now be described and its performance equations 
developed. Figure 15 shows a block diagram of the excitation control 
system used. 




( 3. 7) 
From Equations (3.5) and (3.6): 
(3.8) 
(3.9) 
Simpl-ifying Equations (3.8) and (3.9): 
(3.10) 
(3.11) 
By inverse transformation, the following two differential equations 
ate obtained: 
. 
Eex = (Kexs - Eex)/Tex (3.12) 
(3.13) 
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Figure 15. Block Diagram of the Excitation Control System 
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From Equations (3.12), (3.13), and (2.35), which is the connecting 
link, the following final form of the excitation control model is ob-
tained: 




'\t (K E - Eex) = - Tst TstTex ex 
(3.15) 
E' = (E E )/T I q ex - q do (3.16) 
The initial conditions are given by: 
Eex(i) = Eq ( i) = E (value of E before gust) qo q 
vst(i) = 0.0 
E' = Eq(i) = E' (value of E~ before gust) q qo 
Equations (3.14) through (3. 16) along with the given initial conditions 
are sufficient to describe the performance of the control loop. 
Sat·isfactory performance will depend, however, on the proper selec-
ti· on of the constants K , T , K t, T t and the constants of the system ex ex s s 
being controlled. Selected values of these constants are given in Table 
II of section 3.7. These values are typical for a rotating exciter with 
a stabilizer and are taken from the work of Furst previously quoted 
(Reference (40)). 
3.6 Computer Simulation 
The program constructed is modified to conform with the Equations 
(3.3) and (3.4). The program is further modified to include the auto-
matic voltage regulator action as described by Equations (3. 14) through 
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(3. 16). The exciter ceiling voltage has been kept floating with a view 
to estimate the favorable values of ceiling voltage ratio (CVR) when the 
+ 
system is subjected to severe wind gusts. The state vector Z(t) is now 
extended to have seven elements and is initialized using the values of 
E (')' V tf')' and E1 (') before the occurrence of the wind gust. The ex 1 s , 1 q 1 
++ 
function vector F(Z~t) is similarly extended by the same number of ele-
++ 
ments by incorporating Equations (3.14) through (3. 16) in F(Z,t) as de-
scribed in section 2.3. The digital simulation is carried out in exactly 
the same manner as described in section 2.4. 
3.7 Test Data and Gust Models 
The test data given in Table II is used for the simulation. Air 
density is taken as 1.1 kg/m3. The generator rotor inertia is selected 
2 as 211.08 N.m-s . This corresponds to a H9 value of 2.0, which is 
typical for a salient pole synchronous generator. A value of 5.0 is 
selected for Hw. This corresponds to an actual ~lind rotor inertia of 
1520681.27 N.m-s 2 as proposed by Johnson and Smith (23). Two types of 
couplings are selected for the case studies in this chapter. One of 
them is an off-the-shelf coupling with a high normalized stiffness con-
stant and a low normalized damping constant and the other is a very 
f"lexible coupling with damping (compliant shaft vlith damping) as sug-
gested by Johnson and Smith. These two couplings are selected with the 
idea of examining their suHability for appl-ication in wind energy con-
version systems and to make recommendations in that regard. 
Three wind gust models are employed in the case studies presented 
in this chapter. They are illustrated in Figures 16, 17, and 18. The 
actual wind gust mode1 (Figure 18) is included to see if such an input 
drastically changed the system behavior. 
TABLE II 
PARAMETERS OF SYSTEM UNDER STUDY 
Wind Rotor 
Blade Power, kW 
Desired Rated Power Coefficient 
Rated ln nd Speed, m/ s 
Number of Blades 
Diameter of Wind Rotor, m 
Rotor Revolutions, r/min 
Gearing Efficiency 
Generator 
Type: Salient Pole Synchronous With Damper Windings 
Rated kVA 
Rated Power Factor 
Frequency, Hz 
Terminal Voltage, V 
Weight of Machine, kg 
Generator Revolutions, r/min 
Number of Poles 
xdg = 0.6; xqg = 0.4; x• = 0.2; x• = dg q~ 
XII = 0.13; XII = 0.23; T· = l. 5; dg qg do 
Til ::: 0.01 qo 
Coup 1 i ng Type l 
Damped Flexible Couplinj! 
Normalized Stiffness Constant 
Normalized Damping Constant 
Coupling Type 2 
Very Soft Coup 1 i ng Hith Damp·i ng 
Normalized Stiffness Constant 
























TABLE II (Continued) 
Excitation Voltage Control 
Type: Rotating Exciter 
Exciter Gain Constant 
Stabilizer Gain Constant 
Exciter Time Constant, s 
Stabilizer Time Constant, s 
Exciter Ceiling Voltage Ratio (CVR) 
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Figure 18. Actual Wind Gust Model (Vp = 2Vr 




3.8 Results and Discussion 
Results and discussion will be subdivided into five parts as 
fall O'#S: 
1. General. 
2. One-second gust. 
3. Two-second gust. 
4. Nondimensional curves. 
5. Exciter ceiling voltage. 
3.8. 1 General 
Computer simulation results are presented in the form of the follow-
ing curves. 
1. Swing (o versus t) curves. 
2. Dimensionless curves -8 (the maximum angular displacement, given 
by o = om - o0 ) versus the reactance ratio k. 
Swing curves are plotted with an objective to see if the system is 
stable or unstable. These curves will provide information regarding the 
comparative level of stability and regarding the influence of the impor-
tant mechanical,electrical and control parameters on the system behavior. 
Dimensionless curves (8 versus k) are plotted in the form of fami-
lies of curves. These provide information regarding the selection of 
synchronous machine parameters and the system external reactance for a 
coupling with selected values of parameters. 11 Critical Line 11 shows the 
limit where the system can lose synchronism. The approach used to obtain 
this line is discussed later in this chapter. 
An overall examination of the swing curves reveals that the chances 
of maintaining system stability worsen with increasing peak of the gust. 
Behavior of the system employing a very soft coupling with damping is 
mild and favorable as compared to the one employing an off-the-shelf 
(damped flexible) coupling. Generator excitation control remarkably 
improves the system behavior under gusts of short and long duration, 
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when the parameters of the feedback loop are properly selected. System 
reactance appears to be the most influential electrical parameter and 
the peak and the duration of the wind gust are the most important exter-
nal (input) variables. 
3.8.2 One-Second Ideal Gust (Vp = 1.5Vr and Vp = 2Vr) 
Swing curves comparing the performance of the system with t\'10 gusts 
are shown in Figures 19 and 20. As seen from these plots, the gust with 
the higher peak (VP = 2Vr) is very severe and throws the system out of 
synchronism with both the couplings studied. 
The gust with a lower peak (VP = 1.5Vr) allows the system to main-
tain synchronism. Subsequent osciallations die down quickly with a soft 
coupling (Figure 20) and the system response is very satisfactory. 
Damped flexible (off-the-shelf) coupling causes undesirable motoring and 
the generator rotor continues to oscillate for a long time about its 
equilibrium position. It was found that a 100 percent increase in Cddl' 
from 25 to 50 (while maintaining Scdl constant at 80) did not change the 
system behavior significantly and hence no curves are included in this 
work. It appears that the system would be firm and maintain synchronism 
if the external reactance is reduced from 0.3 to 0.2 (from k = 1.5 to 
k = 1.0). It is therefore inferred that if it is necessary to employ 
off-the-shelf couplings in wind energy system applications, it would be 
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properly selecting the machine parameters or by employing such couplings 
only in cases in which the distance between the generating system and 
the main utility grid is very small. 
Generator and wind rotor inertias (H and H ) were varied to see if 
g w 
they exercised any significant influence on the system behavior. Changes 
in H9 from 2 to 4 caused the upper and the lower angles during the swing 
to increase by a. bout 5° and no other undue changes were noted. There-
fore, no curves are reported in this regard. Changes in Hw within rea-
sonable limits (variations from 3 through 5) also did not cause any 
dramatic differences in the behavior. Higher system inertias cause the 
system to osciallate for longer durations. 
The results of simulation with voltage control are depicted in 
Figures 21 and 22. Not only is the value of om reduced by 14°, as com-
pared to the case study with constant E~ (Figure 22), but also motoring 
is almost eliminated, which is highly desirable from the operation point 
of view. For the case with a higher peak (VP = 2Vr) there is a consider-
able difference of stable operation with control and unstable with con-
stantE~ (Figure 21). It is observed that the voltage control (as 
compared to assuming a constant E') reduces the rotor angular displace-
q 
ment by approximately 14° (compare curves in Figure 22) when a soft 
coupling is employed. Summing up, proper· voltage control appears to 
have a very favorable influence on the system performance, especially 
when soft couplings with damping (Scdl = 1.25; Cddl = 100) are employed 
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Figure 20. Influence of Peak of Gust; Very 
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Figure 21. Influence of Excitation Voltage 
Control; Very Soft Coupling 
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Figure 22. Influence of Excitation Voltage 
Control; Very Soft Coupling 
with Damping (Vp = 1.5Vr) 
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3.8.3 Two-Second Ideal and Actual Gusts {Vp = 2Vr) 
The results of studies on systems employing the two couplings are 
shown in the form of the swing (o versus t) curves (Figures 23 to 25). 
63 
In these simulations, excitation control is included to make the system 
as close to actual as possible. The control parameters have been 
selected with a view to get a good response. As discussed in section 
2.7, assuming the peaks are the same, a short duration gust is more 
severe than a long duration gust with all other parameters remaining un-
changed (compare Figures 21 and 23), except that the voltage regulator 
action is included for the two-second gust studies. It is observed that 
the response of the system with damped flexible coupling (Scdl = 80; 
Cddl = 25) is highly unsatisfactory for the case study with xe equal to 
0.3. The oscillations grow in time and synchronism is lost in 2.4 
seconds. The damped flexible coupling can be effectively employed if the 
total reactance of the system is low; this is shown by the simulation 
results illustrated in Figure 24, wherein the system response is compared 
for the two types of couplings. Obviously, very soft coupling with damp-
ing is a superior choice. 
The response of the system, when subjected to a two-second actual 
wind gust model, is depicted in Figure 25. The behavior of the system 
is similar to the cases discussed earlier, though the upper rotor angle 
o is much hiaher even for a lower value of external reactance (x = 0.0 m ~ e 
per unit). Stability in this case is lower as compared to that in the 
case of ideal gust of the same duration (compare Figures 24 and 25). 
System oscillations appear to die down quickly. It is obvious from this 
plot (Figure 25) that a reduction in the system reactance would assure 
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3.8.4 Nondimensional Curves 
~ 
Families of nondimensional curves relating 8 and k are presented 
in Figures 26 through 28. In simulations with a one-second gust, no 
voltage control is assumed (constant E~). Control is included in the 
studies carried out with two-second ideal and actual gusts (Vp = 2Vr). 
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These curves are obtained by increasing the k of the system in 
steps (for a given x~g) up to an optimum value for which the synchronism 
is lost (or very near to being lost). This process is repeated for 
three different values (high, medium, and low) of x~9 (0.37, 0.3, and 
0.2) which are typical for salient pole synchronous generators. 
The nondimensional plots provide the following information: 
1. Given the x~9 of the machine, xe,and the type of coupling, the 
system designer can assess whether the system will be stable or not. 
As an example, let xdg = 0.3, xe = 0.2,and assume a very soft coup-
ling (Scdl = 1.25; Cddl = 100). The system has a k equal to 0.67. 
~ 
Corresponding to this value of k, 8 is found from Figure 28 as equal to 
83°. This means that the system is stable with a 8m in the range of 
105° to 110° \'ihen subjected to a wind gust of two seconds duration with 
a peak equal to twice the value of the rated wind speed. 
In fact, a series of such curves can be drawn for any value of xdg 
and a chosen set of control parameters. Only three representative series 
have been drawn to illustrate this concept for the two couplings pro-
posed. 
It should be remarked at this point that practical systems must be 
designed with a sufficient r.1argin of safety and operation near the 
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Figure 27. Non-dimensional (8 versus k) Curves 
of Very Soft Coupling with 
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Figure 28. Non-dimensional (6 versus k) Curves of Very Soft 





3.8.5 Exciter Cei"ling Voltag_~ 
Computer simulations have shown that the excitation voltage E ex 
reaches values in the range of 3.75 to 4.25 times the initial value with 
maximum rotor angles of around 114° to 160° with a soft coupling. For 
unstable cases this value reaches as high as six times the initial 
exciter voltage. For very stable cases, such as the ones encountered in 
systems with low reactance, mild gusts (V < 1.5V) and soft couplings, P- r 
Eex is limited vlithin twice the initial value. 
3.9 Concluding Remarks 
The following conclusions can be drawn from the results and discus-
sion presented in this chapter. 
1. Peak and duration of the gust appear to be the most important 
external var·iables affecting the performance of v1ind electric systems. 
2. System (machine and external) reactance is the most influential 
electrical parameter. 
3. Soft coupling with damping (Scdl = 1.25; Cddl = 100.00) appears 
to be the most effective from the viewpoint of reducing the maximum 
rotor angle deviations and dampening the oscillations subsequent to the 
maximum swing. 
4. Damped, flexible coupling (Scdl = 80; Cddl = 25) of the type 
readily available in the market can be used only if the system reactance 
is sufficiently low (xd = 0.3 or lower) and the gusts are mild (Vp ~ 
1.5V1J. 
5. Careful choice of control loop parameters greatly improves the 
overall system performance. A typical set of recommended values is given 
below. 
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Kex = 900.0 p.u T = 0.3 s ex 
K = 0.075 p.u Tst = 2.0 s st 
6. Changes in Hg (from 2.0 to 4.0) and Hw (from 3.0 to 5.0) do not 
significantly change the system performance, although they affect the 
upper and lower rotor angles slightly (some 5°). Larger inertias contri-
bute to prolonged oscillations subsequent to the occurrence of gusts. 
7. Low system reactance (xd' = 0.2; x = 0.2) and soft coupling g e 
with damping (Scdl = 1.25; Cddl = 100.0) restrict the upper angle om to 
about 80°, prevent motoring, and assure satisfactory operation. 
8. If the gusts are more frequent at the location of the wind 
electric system, very soft coupling must be recommended for satisfac-
tory operation. 
9. The families of nondimensional curves presented provide valuable 
information helpful to the system designer. 
10. Under transient conditions, excitation control increases the 
excitation voltage Eex sharply with increases in generator rotor angle. 
For normal stable systems the recommended values of CVR lie between 2.0 
and 3.0. 
CHAPTER IV 
STUDIES ON WIND DRIVEN SYNCHRONOUS MACHINES 
EMPLOYING EDDY-CURRENT COUPLINGS 
4.1 Introduction 
Chapter II of this thesis dealt with a wind driven synchronous gen-
erator employing a stiff coupling in the mechanical interface. Chapter 
III dealt with the use of flexible coupling with damping wherein the in-
fluence of the stiffness constant and damping coefficient were criti-
cally examined along with the effect of changing some mechanical and 
electrical parameters. Concept of non-dimensional constants was intro-
duced and their possible choice recommended in the concluding summary. 
Attention will now be focused on interposing an eddy-current coupling 
between the generator and the step-up gear box. Although eddy-current 
coupling has been known and is available in a variety of forms, it has 
not been put to effective use in the wind-driven machine applications 
where input is inherently varying. In most of the practices till to 
date, the eddy-current coupling has been employed in drives where the 
prime mover runs at a constant speed and the load is variable speed or 
fluctuating as for example is the case with the extruders and the 
textile machinery. 
There is considerable literature available that pertains to various 
aspects of the eddy--current couplings. Gibbs (46), in his very early 
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paper on this coupling, deals with the nature of losses encountered. 
Glazenko (47) sets up the formulae that relate the maximum torque and 
the critical slip and discusses design factors that affect the torque-
slip characteristic. Glazenko's equation relating the maximum torque 
(Tm) to slip at maximum torque (wm) and slip at rated torque (wr)' 
would be employed in model-ing in this chapter. Davies (48) derives 
the steady state equations of eddy-current couplings with homogeneous 
ferromagnetic drums and verifies his theory with experimental results. 
Flack et al (49), discuss possible future applications of this coupling 
and show the variation of torque-speed curve with excitation. Putnam 
(Reference (2), page 114) considered using this coupling in his well 
known Smith-Putnam project, but finally gave up the idea due to the 
fact that the technology and experience with such couplings were not 
well established at that time. It is the purpose of this chapter to 
consolidate all these ideas and proceed with the development of the 
performance equations of the third configuration which will employ an 
eddy-current coupling instead of a flexible coupling with damping dealt 
with in Chapter III. 
4.2 Operation of Eddy Current Coupling 
A simple eddy-current coupling for the wind energy application is 
shown schematically in Figure 29. The input shaft is driven by the 
wind rotor. The field member carries a magnetic pole arrangement as 
in an alternator. When these poles are excited (with direct current 
as in the case of synchronous machine) and there is relative motion 
between the drum and the field member, the pole flux pattern moves 
past the loss drum at the air gap surface and eddy currents are induced 
--
Figure 29. Schematic of System Employing 
an Eddy Current Coupling 
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in the drum. Interaction between these currents and the magnetic field 
results in an electromagnetic coupling and the transmission of torque 
The magnitude of the eddy currents induced and the associated losses in 
the drum depend on the frequency (given by the slip speed and the num-
ber of poles) and the excitation. Thus the torque transmitted is a 
function of the field (exciting) current and the slip speed. As exci-
tation is increased, field strength increases and the level of output 
torque is raised. Effect of varying the excitation on the torque-slip 
characteristic is shown in Figure 30 for a typical eddy-current cou~ 
pling. 
4.3 Torque-Slip Characteristics 
Torque-slip characteristic of an eddy-current coupling is given in 
non-dimensional form by Glazenko: 
T2 (2 + /2) 
Tm 
= 
lw ;wm + 12 +-
;wm /w 
( 4.1) 
At the rated conditions, 
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Using ( 4. 3) in (4.2) one obtains; 
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Figure 30. Torque-Slip Speed Characteristics of an Eddy 




which can be rewritten as: 
X + l 
/X 
(4.5} 
Squaring both sides of (4.5) and rearranging, one obtains: 
x2 + 2x + l 
Or, 
Solving for x, 
X = 
-(2-kl 2) ±~ {(2-kl 2)2 - 4} 
2 
(4.6) 
( 4. 7) 
(4.8} 
The quantity x fixes the shape of the torque-slip curve for a given 
value of kT. A family of such curves is drawn for wr values of 0.025, 
0.05 and 0.075 in Figures 31, 32 and 33. It should be noted that for 
one set of (wr, kT) there is an entire set of values of T2 versus w2, 
determined by the instantaneous speed difference between loss drum and 
field member. During actual operation of the wind system employing 
this coupling w continues to vary. Instantaneous torque transmitted 
i' 
will also vary corresponding to the variations in w. 
At this point it is important to note that (wm, Tm) form only one 
set corresponding to a set of (wr, kT). If wr and kT are selected the 
shape of the torque-slip curve is fixed and wm is fixed for a given 
kT and Tm. Once the shape of the curve is fixed, T2, which is the 
output torque at any instant, is a function of w. The maximum torque 
Tm may never be reached in actual practice and normally, in the oper-
ating range, w is much less than wm and T2 is much smaller than Tm. 
Consider, for example, a case with kT = 20. The corresponding value 
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Figure 32. Family of Normalized Torque-Slip Speed Characteristics 
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co _, 
of x is given by (4.8) as 4469.6. Selecting a rated per unit slip wr 




= 0.05 wsyn 
0.05 x 4469.6 x wsyn 
223.48 wsyn 
= 4469.6 
Since one per unit corresponds to the synchronous speed of the alter-
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nator, it is seen that maximum torque Tm is obtained at a slip speed 
equal to 223.48 times the value of synchronous angular speed. This 
slip, though numerically conceivable, is physically not realizable and 
can never be achieved in actual practice. Similarly, the maximum 
torque, which is 20 times the rated torque in this example, will never 
be reached. In fact, computer print outs show that instantaneous 
torque does not usually exceed 2 to 3 times the rated torque even when 
4.4 Performance Equations 
Performance equations for the wind-electric system employing an 
eddy-current coupling can be easily obtained by slightly modifying the 
equations (2.3) and (2.4). 
Replacement of Sc(e2 - e9m) with aTm in (2.3) and (2.4) yields: 
.. 
= a T m 





(2 + /2) 
f . ]1 /2 wm 8gms + (8 -8 ) 2 gm [
(8 -0 )]1/2 2 gm 
wm 8gms 




Following the procedure outlined in section 2.2 and with the above 
replacements, the performance equations are obtained as given below: 
.. 1 .!L ww aTm ] e = [ p -w ww Jw w ng 
(4. 12) 
egm = 
l [aT - lOOOG (Ps + Pd_)] :r; m w gm (4.13) 
4.5 Dimensionless Energy Analysis 
As already mentioned, the main objective of this thes·is is to con-
centrate on the performance of the system when subjected to a transient 
disturbance caused by a wind gust. Following such a disturbance, the 
generator rotor oscillates about its equilibrium position. These oscil-
lations are of fairly large magnitude if the gust is sharp and continue 
even after the gust has ceased. Motoring also may take place resulting 
·in reverse power flow. If the gusts are frequent, such oscillations, 
though not disastrous from the stability point of view, may cause con-
siderable reverse power flO\'/. It is from this view point that in this 
section in addition to stability, the energy aspects will be d·iscussed. 
In order to 1ay the ground work for a general application; quantities 
of energy and some factors would be defined. 
Let E9 by the energy actually delivered to the grid over a time 
interval in Watt-seconds, Ew the energy contained in wind over the same 
time interval in Watt-seconds, Er the energy that would be delivered 
to the grid in the same interval of time at the rated power in Watt-
seconds. 
Let Egd be the ratio (Eg/Er), Ewd the ratio (E9/Ew) and let Ee 
be given by the expression: 
E = e Ew -energy in wind without gust 
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It is seen that Ee is the ratio of additional output (over and above 
rated) to the additional input (over and above rated). A value of Egd 
greater than one signifies that, for the time interval considered, the 
energy delivered to the grid with the transient disturbance is more 
than the energy that would be delivered to the grid if there was no 
disturbance. Ewd is the ratio (Eg/Ew) and it signifies the overall 
energy collection efficiency of the system for the time period con-
sidered. Ewd can never be greater than 1; however, higher values of 
Ewd could imply, that a larger fraction of the energy in the wind is 
converted to electrical form. Ee, which is defined as the ratio of 
additional output to the additional input can be interpreted as fol-
lows; during the transient disturbance the wind input is more (over and 
above the rated) and rotor angle o deviates to larger or smaller values 
causing changes in power flow. During the transients caused by the 
gust there are two energy processes that are taking place; one is 
the increase or decrease of the energy delivered to the grid (over and 
above the rated or below the rate•d) due to the changes in rotor angle 
and the other is the increase in wind input due to the gust. The 
relationship between these two is given by Ee. 
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4.6 Computer Simulation 
Computer simulations are carried out exactly in the same way as 
described in Chapters II and III. Wind gust models and physical test 
data are given in section 3.7 of the Chapter III. Program constructed 
is modified so as to conform with modified equations (4.12)and (4.13). 
The program is augmented to handle new energy variables by extending 
+ 
Z(t) vector by additional three elements - namely, .energy in the wind 
(Ew), energy extracted from wind by wind rotor (Ewr), and energy being 
delivered to the grid (Eg). These new variables are zero at time t=o_. 
++ 
State vector now has ten elements. F(ZJt) also has the same number of 
+ 
elements (equations) as state vector Z(t). Control is included only 
for two-second idealized and actual gusts. For one-second gust, it is 
v 
assumed that E~ is constant. This is a well established assumption in 
stability studies. 
4.7 Results and Discussion 
Results and discussion will be subdivided into three parts as 
listed below: 
1. General 
2. One-second gust; Vp = 2Vr and Vp = 1.5 Vr. 
3. Two-second ideal and actual gusts; Vp = 2Vr 
4. 7. ·1 General 
Computer· simulation results are presented in the form of the fol· 
lowing curves: 
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ii. % change in ww versus kT 
iii. Egd versus kT 
i v. Ewd versus kT 
v. Ee versus kT 
These parameters have been selected with the objective of present-
ing the results in a manner which will provide information from both 
the design and the energy collection view points. 
In addition, the following time-plots are included. 
i. o versus t 
ii ww versus t 
These plots will provide information regarding the rotor angle and the 
energy absorbed by the wind rotor during disturbance. 
An overall examination of the curves reveals that the stabiltty 
worsens with the sharpness and the peak of the gust and om increases 
with an increase in the peak of the gust, for a given value of kT. 
Stability is not in any danger for sufficiently large values of kr 
Upper angle om is limited to a reasonable level for all types and 
durations of gusts considered in this study. Dynamic interactions are 
severe in lower ranges of kT, and become more and more miid as k,-
increases and almost level off for larger values of kT. Torque angle 8 
is limited very effectively by the coupling and motoring is prevented 
in all the cases studied. Generator speed variations are insignificant, 
but wind rotor speed variations are much more pronounced. Egd' Ewd and 
Ee increase as kT increases; however, these increases level off with 
higher values of kT. Computer print outs~learly indicate that varia-
tions in reactance parameter (0.5 to 0.8) do not have any significant 
influence on the stability of studied system. 
4.7.2 One-Second Gust; (V = 2V and V = 1.5 Vr) 
p r P 
The nature of variations of 8m with kT for one-second gust is 
similar with both values of gust peak (refer Figures 34 and 39); evi-
dently the wind gust with higher peak results in larger rotor angle 
deviations for any given value of kT. Rotor angle 6 is higher wtth m . 
lower rated slip (w = 0.025) in both cases (V = 2V and V = 1.5V ) r p r · p r 
because of the fact that couplings with smaller rated slips are less 
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lossy and energy in the gust is transmitted more effectively and 
efficiently to the generator rotor. At the same time it may be noted 
that in the case of the couplings with the smaller rated slips, wind 
rotor speed variations are minimum (compare Figures 34 and 35). For 
example when kT = 2.5 and wr = 0.025 generator angle reached is 41° 
and change in the wind rotor speed is approximately 13 percent. For 
the other two couplings (wr = 0.05 and wr = 0.075), angles reached are 
a little lower but the effect on the wind rotor is higher (14% and 
14.5% respectively). 
These dynamic studies provide valuable inferences as regards the 
selection of proper kT and wr which appear to be the predominant para-
meters in determining the performance of wind systems employing eddy-
current couplings. Peak of the gust appears to be the most influential 
external variable. Behavior of 8m and ww is precisely similar for a 
given wr and kT; only the reactions are more mild in case of gust with 
lower peak (Vp = l.5Vr) as compared to the gust with higher peak (Vp = 
2Vr) {compare Figures 34 with 39 and 35 with 40). It is significant to 
note that all curves tend to level off between kT = 2.0 to kT = 3.0 
leading one to infer that this is the favorable range from the design 
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All the couplings considered ensure safe and stable operation for 
kT between 2.0 to 3.0 (compare Figures 34 with 39 and 35 with 40) how-
ever more lossy couplings (wr = 0.05 and wr = 0.075) will pose potential 
cooling problems in wind energy systems with recurring gusts. 
In terms of energy collection and conversion, an examination of 
Ewd curves (compare Figure 37 with 42) shows that the overall energy 
conversion efficiencies are higher for the gust with a lower peak (Vp = 
1.5Vr) than for a gust with higher peak (Vp = 2Vr). On a three-second 
basis this value is 0.294 (Vp = 1.5Vr) as compared to 0.239 (Vp = 2Vr) 
for kT = 2.5 and wr = 0.025. This pattern is repeated for the higher 
values of rated slips and same discussion is valid. 
Similar behav·ior is exhibited by Ee. Once again these ratios are 
higher for all three couplings for Vp equal to 1.5Vr than for Vp equal 
to 2Vr (compare Figure 38 with 43). Point to note is that curves tend 
to level off in the range of kT = 2.0 to kT = 3.0 leading to the infer-
ence as regards the design value of kT. Apparently the favorable re-
gime of kT lies between 2.0 to 3.0. 
Egd curves (compare Figures 36 and 41) exhibit similar behavior 
but inference is entirely opposite. The gains in Egd are relatively 
higher for Vp equal to 2Vr than for Vp equal to 1.5 Vr~ clearly indi-
cating that though the overall conversion efficiencies (Ewd) are lower 
for Vp equal to 2Vr as compared t~ those for Vp equal to 1.5Vr yet net 
energy delivered to the grid is significantly more for Vp equal to 2Vr 
as compared to Vp equal to 1.5Vr. This is due to the fact that there 
is lot more energy contained in the gust with VP equal to 2Vr as com-
pared to the gust with VP equal to 1.5Vr in the same interval of time. 
Higher angles 6 are reached for Vp equal to 2Vr as compared to VP 
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equal to 1.5Vr, consequently more energy flows to the grid. 
The case for which Tm = Tr (kT = 1) needs a special mention. For 
this case the torque T2 is less than Tm (= Tr) for most of the time. 
This is evident from the Torque-slip curves (see Figures 31, 32, 33). 
Torque transmitted to the generator is less than the rated torque. 
Hence the maximum angle om reached is equal to 80 and the energy of the 
gust is taken up by the wind rotor {refer Figures 35 and 40). This 
results in the highest speed build up of the wind rotor. For wr = 
0.025; speed rise above normal is of the order of 20 percent for the 
case when Vp equal to 2Vr and 15 percent above normal when VP equal to 
1.5Vr. For values of kT greater than 1.0; accelerating torque on the 
wind rotor is reduced and instead starts building upon the generator 
rotor for all investigated values of wr. Moreover for kT = 1.0, Egd 
is less than 1 (refer Figures 36 and 41) indicating that for kT = 1.0, 
the energy delivered to the grid is less than normal (for no gust Egd = 
1.0) and such a performance is undesirable. Values of Ewd are sub-
stantially lower~ indicating severe reductions in the overall conversion 
effeciency of the system (refer Figures 37 and 42). Ratios Ee are 
negative (refer Figures 38 and 43) indicating that with additional 
inputs due to the gusts; additional outputs (over and above normal) 
are negative. This means that outputs are less than those expected with 
normal wind and gust is of no value and is harmful for values of kT :: 
1.0. 
4.7.3 Two-Second_Ideal and Actual Gusts (VP = 2Vr) 
Typical curves of o versus t and percent change in ww versus t 
are shown in Figures 44 and 45 for an actual (zig-zag) wind gust of 
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two-seconds duration. Three curves are presented in Figure 44, where-
in the effect of changing the mechanical interface (type of coupling) 
on the system behavior is shown. It is obvious from these plots that 
the eddy-current coupling not only prevents the loss of synchronism 
but limits the torque angle deviations to very small values. A simple 
comparison of the three curves (for stiff coupling, flexible coupling 
with damping and eddy-current coupling) shows that the eddy-current 
coupling is the only and superior choice. Due to the non uniformity 
of the gust (refer Figure 18), oscillations in 6 (for eddy-current 
coupling) are no longer regular and smooth as before. For Vp equal to 
2Vr' curves of om versus kT tend to level off for values of kT greater 
than 3.0 (compare Figures 34, 46 and 51), and hence, as said before, 
for values up to k1 = 3.0 generator angle 6 is held at a reasonably 
good level irrespective of the shape of the gust and highest angle for 
kT = 3.0 being 50.8 (refer Figure 51). Longer gusts appear to have 
greater accelerating influence on the wind rotor as well as the gener-
ator rotor for the same value of kT (compare Figures 34 with 51 and 35 
with 52). Influence of ideal two-second gust (Vp = 2Vr) is more pro-
nounced than that of two-second actual zig-zag model. 
Curves of Egd vs kT are similar for one-second and two-second 
gusts (V = 2V ). Ed is much higher for two-second ideal gust (V = p r g p 
2V ) as compared to that for actual model (compare Figures 48 and 53) 
r 
for a given value of kT and wr. Again, the curves tend to level off 
for kT values in the range of 2.0 to 3.0 and the gains in Egd sharply 
level off for the values of kT greater than 3.0. This also gives an 
indication for selecting the k1 value. Overall system efficiencies 
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and the curves level off thereafter. Operation with kT = 1.0 very 
adversely affects the Egd and Ewd and values of the same are very low 
(refer Figures 48, 49, 53 and 54). Such an operation is highly ur.de-
sirable and be avoided, by increasing the excitation and operating on 
better Torque-slip speed characteristic. Curves of Ee vs kT (Vp = 
2Vr) are similar to those for one-second gust and the gains are almost 
of the same order (compare Figures 38 and 55). Curves start leveling 
off for values of kT greater than 3.0. 
4.8 Concluding Remarks on Chapter IV 
The following conclusions can be drawn from the results and dis-
cussion presented in this chapter. 
i. Eddy-current couplings can be effectively used to limit the 
input torques of wind-driven synchronous machines. 
ii. The ratio (kT) of maximum torque to rated torque and the ratio 
I 
of VP to Vr are the most significant parameters to be taken 
into consideration. 
iii. General stability level worsens with the increasing peak of 
the gust, but the coupling characteristics keep 6m within 
reasonably safe limits. Motoring is completely prevented. 
iv. Generator speed variations are negligible but the dynamic 
interactions cause pronounced speed build up of the wind 
rotor (41% above normal in the worst case when kT = l .0). 
v. Of all the cases investigated, coupling with kT = 2 to 3 and 
wr = 0.025 turns out the best performance irrespective of the 
type, peak and duration of the gust. 
vi. Best gains in Ead' Ewd and Ee are obtained in the range of 
_, 
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kT = 2.0 to kT = 3.0; for this range of kT' om is of the order 
of 40 to 45 electrical degrees. 
vii. Operation with coupling designed for kT = 1.0 is highly unde-
sirable from the view points of accelerating torque on the 
wind rotor and reduction of energy delivered to the grid. 
viii. Influence of the system reactance is not as significant as in 
the case of the stiff coupling and flexible coupling with 
damping from view point of stability. 
CHAPTER V 
BEHAVIOR OF WIND DRIVEN SYNCHRONOUS MACHINES 
UNDER SIMULTANEOUS GUSTS AND FAULTS 
The last three chapters of this thesis have been exclusively de-
voted to the studies on wind driven synchronous machines employing 
d·i fferent types of couplings, when such systems are subjected to 
the wind gusts of various types and durations. Though the wind gusts 
are undoubtedly the most frequent phenomenon causing disturbance in 
such systems, there are other disturbances which, though not so fre-
quent, deserve consideration and study. A typical example of such a 
disturbance is the occurrence of faults in nearby circuits, fa 11 owed 
by the opening and reclosing of the transmission circuits. It is with 
this view in perspective that an attempt is made in this chapter to 
undertake a preliminary study of such a case comprising of the simul-
taneous gusts and faults. 
5.2 System Configuration and 
Governing Equations 
The system under study comprises of an aeroturbine, a step up 
geating mechanism, an eddy-current coupl'i ng and a synchronous gener-
ator connected to an infinite bus through a step up transformer, 
double circuit line and a step down transformer. Schematic of the 
system is shown in Figure 56. Performance equations for this model 
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Figure 56. Schematic of the Power System Showing Electrical Components 
and Fault Location 
are the same as given by equations (4.12) and (4.13), excepting that 
Ps and Pd ar-e now given by the following equations: 
I 
sin 8. E1E 1 
Ps = I 
xd 
(5 .l) 
pd = Fo 0. 1 (5.2) 
5.3 Computer Simulation 
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Computer simulation is carried out exactly in the same way as des-
cribed in earlier chapters. Wind gust models and physical test data 
given in section 3.7 are used. The program is modified to conform with 
the modified equations (5.2) and (5.2). In this study, it is as-
sumed that the voltage (E~) behind the system direct axis transient 
reactance is constant during simulation with one-second gusts. ihe 
program is further modified to handle gusts and faults at the same 
time. The fault, removal of the fault (clearing of fault) and reclosing 
of the line are represented by changing the system reactances appropri-
ately with time. Details of the network reduction and fault represen-
tation are not given here since such procedures are well known in 
power system work as described in the literature (refer ("19)). The 
synchronous gener·ator is replaced by its transient reactance, with a 
voltage beh·ind the transient reactance, fixed in magnitude and at an 
angle corresponding·~ the initial machine kVA loading and infinite bus 
conditions. The disturbance is applied next. In the case of simul-
taneous gust and fault, both conditions are created by simulating a 
proper \!>lind velocity and a ne'tJ system reactance during the fault. Nev1 
power output is calculated for the machine using initial machine 
internal voltage (Ei), new xd and the initial angle o1. Knowing the 
input, the accelerating power is computed which is then used to find 
the new rotor angle. In the succeeding interval, the newly computed 
machine angle is used to compute the new output power. Accelerating 
power is again computed and in turn the change in machine angle is 
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obtained. This procedure is repeated until the duration of the fault 
clearing time (tsc) is completed. The switching operation is now 
introduced by changing the system reactance xd (calculated for post 
fault conditions) and the process is repeated for the durations of 
reclosing time (trc)' and the study duration thereafter, with appro-
priate system transient reactance xd. 
The fault clearing time tsc is taken as 0.1 second which is 
typical of fast acting relays. The circuit breaker reclosing time 
(trc) is taken as 0.3 second to allow for the extinction of the 
electric arc. A three-phase-to-ground fault in the middle of one of 
the lines (see Figure 56) is assumed in the study. Such a fault i~ 
quite severe (as compared to single phase faults) and will lead to 
conservative results. Removal of the fault and reclosing of the line 
are achieved by automatic opening and reclosing of the faulted line by 
the suitable action of the circuit breakers located at the two ends of 
the line. 
Simulations are car·ried out for two values of kT (2 and 2.5) and 
one value of wr (0.05). The system damping is separate1y included and 
the value of the damping constant (F0) is taken as 1.0. Simulations 
are carried out for three system conditions: (a) when the system is 
subjected to gust only (b) when the system is subjected to simultan-
eous gust and three-phase-to-ground fault occurring at the beginning of 
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the gust, and (c) same conditions as in (b) except that the occurrence 
of the fault coincides with the peak of the gust (severest condition). 
5.4 Results and Discussion 
Computer simulation results are presented in the form of the swing 
(o versus t) curves. 
An overall examination of the curves shows that the system is 
stable and maintains its synchronism under the stipulated conditions. 
Conditions hov1ever can become critical if any electrical disturbance, 
subsequent to the one being studied, takes place. Such a subsequent 
electric disturbance (such as another fault) has the potential to throw 
the system out of synchronism. It should be mentioned here that the 
system would be stable (stay in synchronism) if the subsequent disturb-
ance is mechanical and is on the wind rotor side of the mechanical 
interface (for example subsequent gust). 
For the gust with higher peak (Vp = 2Vr)' om values are approxi-
mately the same for the two values of kT (2.0 and 2.5) selected. It is 
obvious fr·om the plots (compare Figures 57 and 58) that a three-phase-
to-ground fault occurring at the peak of the gust causes severe oscil-
lations in o and the value of om reached is about 67 to 70° (initial 
angle o0 being 14°). The system oscillates for a long time and mild 
motoring (of the order of 2°) is encountered indicating an underdamped 
condition. The results of the simulation, when the system is subjected 
to a three-phase-to-ground fault occurring at the beginning of the gust, 
show a milder response and the values of om reached is 46° (o0 being 
,110) 1'1' • There is no motoring but, again, the oscillations appear to die 
slowly. The peak of the gust is the most influential external variable. 
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This fact is clearly indicated in Figure 59. For the same values of 
Tm (=2.5) and wr (=0.05), the maximum generator rotor angle reached is 
83° (o0 being 14°) in the case of VP = 2Vr as compared to 69° in the 
case of VP = 1.5Vr. 
5.5 Concluding Remarks on Chapter V 
The following preliminary conclusions can be drawn from the 
results and discussion presented in this chapter. 
(i) The peak of the gust appears to be the most influential 
external variable. 
( i i) The system employing an eddy-current-coupli'ng appears to 
maintain stability even when subjected to simultaneous gusts 
and faults of the type studied. 
(iii) Three-phase-to-ground fault occurring at the peak of the 
gust is more severe than the same occurring at the beginning 
of the gust. 
(iv) Eddy-current coupling prevents the loss of system synchronism 
by limiting the input power under the conditions of gusts and 
faults occurring simultaneously. 
CHAPTER VI 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
6.1 Summary of Results and Conclusions 
The primary objective of this thesis was to examine the transient 
behavior of wind driven synchronous machines, under the conditions of 
wind gusts and faults for various system configurations. 
This task has been performed in the following steps: (i) formu-
late the mathematical model for each system configuration, (ii) solve 
the sets of non-linear differential equation by employing an appropri-
ate numerical technique and digital simulation, (iii) present the 
results in the form of curves, (iv) interpret these curves and (v) 
draw some useful conclusions. 
Three chapters of this work (Chapters II, III, IV) deal extensive-
ly with the behavior of wind-driven synchronous machines under gusting 
conditions. Chapter V briefly describes the approach to handle simul-
taneous gusts and faults. Some useful conclusions have been drawn and 
these have been presented in the concluding section of each chapter. 
These conclusions will now be consolidated, summarized and pre-
sented in a serial order. 
( i) Dynanric behavior of wind driven synchronous-machines operat-
ing in parallel with infinite bus bars is analogous 
to the behavior of conventional prime-mover driven systems. 
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(ii) The amplitude and the duration of the gust are the most im-
portant external (input) variables determining the behavior 
and stability of wind-electric systems and as such wind gust 
models should be defined clearly and realistically. 
(iii) The system reactance is the most influential electrical para-
meter in determining the system behavior and as such it 
should be kept as low as possible by selecting machines with 
low transient reactances. 
(iv) Very soft couplings with damping (Scdl ~ 1.25; Cddl ~ 100) 
appear to be very effective from the view point of reducing 
the generator rotor angle and damping the oscillations sub-
sequent to the maximum swing. Satisfactory performance can 
be obtained by combining very soft couplings with damping 
(Scdl ~ 1.25; Cddl ~ 100) along with a low system reactance 
j . 
(xdg ~ 0.2; xe ~ 0.2) and by carefully selecting excitation 
control parameters. A.typical set of recommended control 
parameters is given below. 
500 < K < 1000 ex -
0.05 < Kst ~ 0.075 
0.05 < Tex ~ 0.3 
l .0 < Tst ~ 2.0 
(v) Damped flexible couplings (Scdl = 80; Cddl = 25) can be 
employed in systems in which the total system reactance is 
very low (xd = 0.3) and in locations where wind gusts are 
mild (Vp < l .5 Vr) and infrequent. 
A 
(vi) The families of non-dimensional (8 versus k) curves developed 
in this thesis provide design information useful for the 
selection of 
(a) the synchronous machine transient reactance (x~9 ) 
(b) the system external reactance (xe) for a given type 
of coupling. 
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This information will enable a system designer to optimize a 
wind generating system from the view point of electrical sta-
bility. 
(vii) Of all the couplings considered, eddy-current coupling has 
turned out the best performance in terms of system stability 
and energy delivered to the grid. This coupling is there-
for·e strongly recommended for application in wind energy 
systems. The recommended values of design parameters for 
such couplings are: 
kT = 2.0 to 3.0 and wr = 0.025 to 0.05 
(viii) In locations with frequent and severe gusting, only eddy-
current coupling (or similar rate couplings) should be used 
to achieve satisfactory operation and to prevent the loss of 
synchronism. 
(ix) The families of non-dimensional (Egd vs kT' Ewd vs kT and 
Ee vs kT) curves computed and presented provide valuable in-
formation on energy collection and energy delivery aspects 
of wind electric systems employing eddy-current couplings. 
(x) Eddy-current couplings can be effectively employed in wind 
generator systems to maintain synchronism and to ensure re-
liable operation even when such systems are subjected to con-
ditions of simultaneous faults and gusts. 
(xi) For excitation systems, recommended values of ceiling voltage 
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ratio (CVR) lie between 2.0 and 3.0 for operation well below 
the •critical line• (refer Figure 28). For systems which 
are expected to operate near the •critical line•, recommen-
ded values of CVR lie between 5.0 and 7.0. 
6.2 Suggestions for Future Work 
As a result of the present work, several problems in the field of 
stability of wind electric conversion systems worthy of future research 
have been identified. Specifically, the following areas are suggested 
for future research. 
( . ) 
\ 1 Stability studies with a complete and refined machine rep-
resentation as suggested by Olive (Reference (31). Non-
dimensional parametric analyses of the type conducted in this 
thesis could be extended for this case also. 
(ii) Extension of the present work, including complete machine 
representation and high performance blade pitch feed-back 
control loop is in order. Such studies assume special im-
portance in the case of large (2 to 5 MW and above) systems 
when the wind gusts are frequent and their durations are 
long. 
(iii) In this work, only a single parameter was varied at a time 
to lay the ~round work and to develop a feeling for the system 
behavior and operation. Multiparameter variations may be 
necessary to optimize the system design from operational and 
stability view points. 
(iv) This work has inc·luded only very preliminary studies on simul-
taneous gusts and faults. Extensive studies are suggested on 
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the less severe and unsymmetrical faults along with the occur-
rence of gusts as such conditions are more probable in 
practice. 
(v) The present study has considered only one machine connected 
to a utility grid of infinite capacity. It is very likely in 
the future that a group of interconnected machines located in 
a windmill farm will supply wind generated electrical energy 
to a utility grid of infinite capacity, through a trans-
mission link. Studies on such interconnected machines pose 
challenging problems from the view point of stability. This 
problem deserves very special attention. 
(vi) As wind energy systems grow in size and in numbers, their 
penetration can no longer be considered small and the re-
maining system cannot be treated as infinite. Studies on 
the dynamics of wind driven synchronous machines operating 
in parallel with finite capacity networks are required to 
assess the stability of such systems under conditions of a 
variety of transient disturbances. 
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SYNCHRONOUS MACHINE MODELS 
(A) Machine Representations 
Over the past several decades, many models have been proposed to 
represent synchronous machines in system studies. The complexity of 
the model used depends on the nature of the system disturbances stud~ 
ied. Any model is based on a certain set of idealizing assumptions 
and the researcher has to pick a model that will provide the informa-
tion sought for, without compromising the basic behavior of the system. 
When the electrical transients (electrical faults, synchronizing 
transients, etc.) are of interest, a detailed machine representation is 
essential and this fact has been recognized by many researchers in the 
past. A wealth of information is available in the literature pertain-
ing to this topic. 
One of the best treatises on modeling turbo-alternators is pre-
sented by Shackshaft (50). This paper deals extensively with the devel~ 
opment of a mathametical model which includes mechanical and electrical 
damping, flux var·iations, iron saturation and saliency; it also permits 
the inclusion of the voltage regulator and steam turbine governer 
action. In this treatise, special mention of the iron saturation 
effects is made and a technique for taking it into account is suggested. 
Analog computer is used to solve the set of appropriate equations. 
Results of analog simulations are compared with experimental data 
obtained using a 30 MW turbo-generator. As the treatise is extremely 
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complex, the author recommends a first order simplification by neglect-
ing p ~ d and p ~ q (changes in the stator flux linkage) terms assuming 
speed variations to be negligible and introducing a separate damping 
term. 
Lokay and Bolger (51) also emphasize the need for a detailed tur-
bine generator representation. They present system simulation results 
obtained by using varying degrees of refinements in machine representa- · 
tion. The advantage of complete machine representation is clearly 
brought out. Nine test cases are considered and the results are com-
pared and discussed. One of the cases, case ix, includes transient 
saliency, flux linkage variation, machine saturation, machine and 
system damping, speed governer action and excitation control. The paper 
concludes with a suggestion of not using a complete machine representa-
tion ( un·less absolutely necessary) from computional point of view and 
availability of data. The authors also emphasize the importance of 
machine damping and excitation control. 
Olive (52), in an excellent treatment on the subject of the system 
stability, stresses. the need for more involved machine representa-
tion in a philosophic manner. In his above quoted paper, a reasonable 
treatment is accorded to the machine and excitation voltage control 
with special attention to saturation. Damping is included separately, 
to account for negative sequence damping, direct current braking and 
positive sequence damping. Stator flux linkage variations (p ~ d and 
p ~ q) are neglected. The theory and the underlying assumptions, volt-
age regulator and governer representations and the computational tech-
niques, are discussed. This paper is essentially a first order 
simplification of the complete machine representation. 
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In his second paper (see reference 31), which is essentially a 
philosophic extension of his earlier paper on the subject (previously 
quoted reference 52) Olive discusses in a very qualitative manner the 
need and application of d, q, o transformation. Starting from a gen-
eral machine model with three stator windings and four rotor windings 
placed around the air-gap periphery (two windings on each axis), he 
develops the flux linkage and voltage equations which are similar in 
form to those given by Park (references 24 and 25), Lew-is (53) and 
Concordia (54). Formulae for input torque and electrical torque are 
also given. By properly defining some new variables he proceeds to 
convert the earlier set of variables into a new set in which all quan-
tities are in per-unit and the new set of equations is readily adapt-
able to digital simulation. He concludes that at the present stage in 
stability analysis the procedure of neglecting p '¥ d and p '¥ q terms 
and correcting for (damping) torques appears to yield sufficiently 
accurate results and is very effective in the reduction of computer 
time. 
Prabhashankar and Janischewsyj (55) in their excellent paper pro-
pose a digital simulation technique for detailed stability analysis on 
an extensive power system. Synchronous machine model is developed in 
the form of Park equations, in per-unit. Relations between self, 
mutual and leakage reactances are laid out. Provision for saturation 
is made by making proper assumptions and introducing a multiplying 
factor for mutual reactances. Control and speed governer equations are 
given along with the mechanical equations of the machine. Equations 
are manipulated to conform to a form suitable for digital simulation. 
Dinely and Morris (56) in a valuable paper on the same subject 
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describe mathematical models of varying complexity for the digital sim-
ulation of the transient behavior of synchronous generators and motors 
in a power system. The results of various models are compared with a 
laboratory test model. It has been remarked that inclusion of p ~ d 
and p I!' q terms r·equire an integration step of very small size (~ 
0.0005s). 
(B) Justification of the Model Used 
The synchronous machine model used in section 2.2 of thts thesis 
is originally due to Park, subsequently reduced and simplified by 
Kimbark. It has been assumed in this model that the transformer 
voltage (p I¥) terms are very small as compared to terms with w in them 
(speed voltage terms) and changes in w are small ( ~ 3.5%). The above 
mentioned model, takes into account, the effect of saliency, effect of 
the damping (by including a separate damping term), change in Eq (which 
depends on the change in the field flux linkage l!'f). The effect of 
excitation voltage control have been included in the model by expanding 
-+ 
the state vector Z(t). 
This model has been adopted in this work mainly because of the 
following reasons. 
a. The major part of this thesis deals with system behavior 
when subjected to the wind gusts and the consequent mechanical 
transients. Mechanical variable 8 (generator torque angle) is 
of major interest in determining the stability of the proposed 
wind driven systems. When mechanical transients of the power 
systems (mechanical oscillations of o) are studied, it is 
reasonable to omit pI!' d and pI!' q terms and to assume~= 1. 
wr 
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This opinion has been expressed by Kimbark (57), Hwang (58) 
and Prbhashankar (see Discussion of reference 31). Omission 
of p ~ (changes in stator flux linkages) is equivalent to 
neglecting the direct current component and harmonic compo-
nents of the armature currents, which are necessary if it is 
desired to compute the electrical phenomena in the system. 
b. The exclusion of p ~ d and p ~ q terms in the model does have 
dramatic effect on the permissable calculation interval. A 
fifty-fold reduction in the step size has been found possible 
as a result of the exclusion of these terms (see Discussion 
of Reference 31). 
c. Excellent.results have been reported with this model in the 
past, especially with the salient pole machines with low 
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